White Tiger Torrent
Getting the books White Tiger Torrent now is not type of challenging means. You could not forlorn going behind ebook accretion or library or
borrowing from your associates to entry them. This is an utterly simple means to specifically get guide by on-line. This online proclamation White
Tiger Torrent can be one of the options to accompany you as soon as having further time.
It will not waste your time. allow me, the e-book will extremely aerate you extra business to read. Just invest little time to admission this on-line
pronouncement White Tiger Torrent as well as review them wherever you are now.

Big U - I. G. Edmonds 1977

Jiang Taigong, such as the points of the dragon cave, the migration of the
dragonpulse, and the establishment of the Life and Death Wind Water
Bureau. In this world, seeing the sky and the earth was like looking at
Feng Shui, seeing people and seeing their future.To enter the True
Dragon Secret Realm and rescue the famous general Yue Fei's clansmen.
Leading the descendant of the Phoenix, Feng Wu, the spirit of the water
dragonpulse, the remnants of Yue Army, to protect the home and the
nation, to defend the territory.Killing Japanese Ninja turtles, whipping
Kunlun s, taking Han Ba in, lowering Blood Clan s, exterminating
Werewolf s, allying with the Western magician s, and violently battling s
outside the borders. After experiencing life and death, he finally stepped
into the Divine Realm and entered the Dao together.This book opens up
the mysterious world of feng shui phasology for you in different ways,
from different perspectives and practical examples. All sorts of
matchmaker techniques, gossip, and life and death situations occurred
one after another. Welcome to the Feng Shui Immortal's masterpiece
"Crossroads without Boundaries".
Great Gatsby Revisited - A.D. Padgett 2012-08
Great Gatsby Revisited is a romantic thriller inspired by the classic novel
of the Roaring 20's by F.Scott Fitzgerald, updated and set in the summer
of 2012, in England's Lake District. The mysterious Gatsby is a
glamorous vintage party host whose illicit love and dealings in property
and antiques take him to the darker side of Manchester's Chinatown.
The Wide World Magazine - 1900

Blue Dragon, White Tiger - Van Dinh Tran 1983
White Tiger - Henry Milner Rideout 1915
The White Tiger - Robert Stuart Nathan 1987
For women over age thirty-five.
Waking the Tiger: Healing Trauma - Peter A. Levine, Ph.D.
1997-07-07
Now in 24 languages. Nature's Lessons in Healing Trauma... Waking the
Tiger offers a new and hopeful vision of trauma. It views the human
animal as a unique being, endowed with an instinctual capacity. It asks
and answers an intriguing question: why are animals in the wild, though
threatened routinely, rarely traumatized? By understanding the dynamics
that make wild animals virtually immune to traumatic symptoms, the
mystery of human trauma is revealed. Waking the Tiger normalizes the
symptoms of trauma and the steps needed to heal them. People are often
traumatized by seemingly ordinary experiences. The reader is taken on a
guided tour of the subtle, yet powerful impulses that govern our
responses to overwhelming life events. To do this, it employs a series of
exercises that help us focus on bodily sensations. Through heightened
awareness of these sensations trauma can be healed.
The Ace Bodyguard - Xiu MuKeDiao 2020-05-16
Wang Xiao, the King of Mercenaries who once shook the world. This
time, he had returned to the city to become the CEO's bodyguard. In
order to conquer this CEO, Wang Xiao had done everything he could ...
For the sake of his brothers, he would not hesitate to cut off all his ribs;
for the sake of a woman, he would not hesitate to lose all his integrity ...
Monster bodyguard, rampaging through the city!
Status and Trends of the Nation's Biological Resources - 1998

I Ching - 2015-12
From the acclaimed translator of the Tao Te Ching and The Art of War,
his award-winning translation of the ancient Chinese oracle and book of
wisdom, in a stunning Penguin Classics Deluxe Edition Pose a question,
then toss three coins (or cast your yarrow stalks) to access the timehonored wisdom of the I Ching. The I Ching, or Book of Change, has been
consulted through the ages, in both China and the West, for answers to
fundamental questions about the world and our place in it. The oldest
extant book of divination, it dates back three thousand years to ancient
shamanistic practices involving the ritual preparation of the shoulder
bones of oxen. From this early form of communication with the other
world, it has become the Chinese spiritual book par excellence. An
influence on such cultural icons as Bob Dylan, John Cage, Merce
Cunningham, Philip K. Dick, and Philip Pullman, the I Ching is turned to
by millions around the world for insights on spiritual growth, business,
medicine, genetics, game theory, strategic thinking, and leadership, and
of course for the window it opens on China. This new translation, over a
decade in the making, is informed by the latest archaeological
discoveries and features a gorgeously rendered codex of divination
signs—the I Ching’s sixty-four Tarot-like hexagrams. It captures the
majesty and mystery of this legendary work and charts an illuminating
path to self-knowledge. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been
the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world.
With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global
bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts
enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by awardwinning translators.
China between Empires - Mark Edward Lewis 2011-04-30
After the collapse of the Han dynasty in the third century CE, China
divided along a north-south line. Mark Lewis traces the changes that
both underlay and resulted from this split in a period that saw the
geographic redefinition of China, more engagement with the outside
world, significant changes to family life, developments in the literary and
social arenas, and the introduction of new religions. The Yangzi River
valley arose as the rice-producing center of the country. Literature
moved beyond the court and capital to depict local culture, and newly

General Knowledge for Competitive Exams - UPSC/ State PCS/
SSC/ Banking/ Insurance/ Railways/ BBA/ MBA/ Defence - 2nd
Edition - Disha Exports 2017-08-01
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE forms a very important subject not just for
competitive exams but is also a very important component for every
student. The thoroughly revised & updated 2nd edition provides a
comprehensive updation of all sections. The USP of the book is the use of
Infographics, MindMaps, Tables, Charts etc. to present information so as
to make it the MOst Student Friendly book for students. It
comprehensively covers Geography, History, Polity, Economy, Business,
General Science, Ecology & Environment, Art & Culture, Sports,
Healthcare, Communication, News & Media, Education & Career, IT &
Computers and Technology. The book has been prepared keeping in
mind the importance of the questions asked in previous years'
competitive exams papers and is useful for aspirants of UPSC, SSC,
Banking, Insurance, Railways, Engg Services and AFCAT etc. Some other
Salient Features: • India Panorama - provides a lot of details of every
state/ UT along with National Symbols, Space Programs of India,
Defence & Security, Atomic & Nuclear programs, Heritage sites,
Superlatives, First in India etc. • World Panorama - provides details of
every continent, major countries - their languages, emblems, currencies,
Superlatives, First in World, Sobriquets, Important dates, people, places
etc. • Most Famous People of All Time • Technology has been covered
with application in all the possible fields - education, space, business,
sciences, defence, infrastructure, telecom, sports, printing, transport,
Banking etc. • Quiz is another important feature of the book. It provides
MCQ's on national and international general knowledge separately. •
Latest Update - provides the various important people, event, issue and
ideas of latest times.
Limitless Anthroposcopy - Ban ShiWuSheng 2020-02-27
Jiang Chu, the genius of the generation, relied on the legacies of the
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emerging social spaces included the garden, temple, salon, and country
villa. The growth of self-defined genteel families expanded the notion of
the elite, moving it away from the traditional great Han families
identified mostly by material wealth. Trailing the rebel movements that
toppled the Han, the new faiths of Daoism and Buddhism altered every
aspect of life, including the state, kinship structures, and the economy.
By the time China was reunited by the Sui dynasty in 589 ce, the elite
had been drawn into the state order, and imperial power had assumed a
more transcendent nature. The Chinese were incorporated into a new
world system in which they exchanged goods and ideas with states that
shared a common Buddhist religion. The centuries between the Han and
the Tang thus had a profound and permanent impact on the Chinese
world.
Adventures Afar - Gloria A. Tveten 2006
Polar bears in the high Arctic. Butterflies on Mexico’s mountains. Gray
whales in Baja California. Golden toads in Costa Rica. Parrots in the West
Indies. Albatrosses off the Olympic Peninsula. Whether on their own or
as tour leaders for the Smithsonian Institution and other organizations,
John and Gloria Tveten have encountered the world’s wildlife with an
unfailing appreciation not only for animals of all kinds but also for the
places those animals call home. For more than two decades, from some
of the most beautiful and fascinating locations in the Western
Hemisphere, the Tvetens brought their adventures alive for the readers
of their weekly “Nature Trails” column in the Houston Chronicle. Here,
with contemporary notes and updates, the Tvetens have gathered a
sampling of their favorite, most recommended, most unforgettable trips
to see wildlife and nature, which also include the Guatemalan Highlands,
the International Crane Foundation, the Andes, the Grand Canyon, and
Utah’s Redrock Country.
Hearings, Reports and Prints of the House Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce - United States. Congress. House. Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce 1970

a fragile hope for the future.
Where to Watch Birds in South America - Nigel Wheatley 2014-07-14
A unique field guide and reference, Where to Watch Birds in South
America is designed to help the avid birder and the general wildlife
enthusiast organize eventful journeys throughout the richest continent
for birds, where the species number over three thousand. This book
covers more than two hundred of the best sites for birdwatching, and
includes the archipelagos of Trinidad and Tobago, the Galapagos and
Falkland Islands, the Netherland Antilles, and part of Antarctica. The
reader will find details of every species that is endemic to particular
countries, and will learn where and when best to see such birds as the
scarlet ibis, Andean condor, harpy eagle, sunbittern, macaw, toucan,
jacamar, antbird, and cotinga. The text is enhanced by nearly one
hundred maps and fifty line drawings. There are even hints as to where
species not seen for decades may be rediscovered. This guide begins
with an introduction to the continent and its birds then deals with
particular countries and archipelagos. The site details include bird lists,
a list of other wildlife present, and the latest advice on where to look for
birds. For the traveler, there is information on transport,
accommodations, safety, and health, and answers to various strategic
questions: Which countries support the most species? How many sites
must be visited to see most of them? How long does this take? When is
the best time to go? Whether a first-time visitor to South America or a
seasoned traveler there, the reader will find this guide immensely useful
in making the most out of the trip. Originally published in 1994. The
Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to
again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished
backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the
original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable
paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy
Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in
the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its
founding in 1905.
Only Sword Immortal - Shen DiaoFeiYang 2020-06-01
The only exception was the Immortal Hero! Sword, the king of weapons!
Immortal enlightenment was a matter of life and death, and was eternal!
Sword Immortal, Heaven's Sword, and Grounds!
Beauty CEO's Personal Bodyguard - Qi TianDaHeng 2020-05-28
He had both martial arts and medical skills, and went down the mountain
to carry out the tasks assigned to him by his master. However, in the
city, there were too many grudges and conflicts of influence. The youth
that just left the mountain relied on his medical skills and ancient martial
arts to protect his master's daughter from harm!
Mortal Beauty, God's Grace - Gerard Manley Hopkins 2003-12-02
Gerard Manley Hopkins is one of English poetry's most brilliant stylistic
innovators, and one of the most distinguished poets of any age. However,
during his lifetime he was known not as a poet but as a Jesuit priest, and
his faith was essential to his work. His writings combine an intense
feeling for nature with an ecstatic awareness of its divine origins, most
remarkably expressed in his magnificent and highly original 'sprung
rhythm.' This collection contains not only all of Hopkins’ significant
poetry, but also selections from his journals, sermons, and letters, all
chosen for their spiritual guidance and insight. Hopkins didn't allow the
publication of most of his poems during his lifetime, so his genius was
not appreciated until after his death. Now, more than a hundred years
later, his words are still a source of inspiration and sheer infectious joy in
the radiance of God's creation.
Clouds Thick, Whereabouts Unknown - 2010
Complied by a leading scholar of Chinese poetry, Clouds Thick,
Whereabouts Unknown is the first collection of Chan (Zen) poems to be
situated within Chan thought and practice. Combined with exquisite
paintings by Charles Chu, the anthology compellingly captures the
ideological and literary nuances of works that were composed,
paradoxically, to "say more by saying less," and creates an unparalleled
experience for readers of all backgrounds. Clouds Thick, Whereabouts
Unknown includes verse composed by monk-poets of the eighth to the
seventeenth centuries. Their style ranges from the direct vernacular to
the evocative and imagistic. Egan's faithful and elegant translations of
poems by Han Shan, Guanxiu, and Qiji, among many others, do justice to
their perceptions and insights, and his detailed notes and analyses
unravel centuries of Chan metaphor and allusion. In these gems, monk
poets join mainstream ideas on poetic function to religious reflection and
proselytizing, carving out a distinct genre that come to influence
generations of poets, critics, and writers. The simplicity of Chan poetry
belies its complex ideology and sophisticated language, elements Egan

A Critical History of New Music in China - C. Liu 2010
By the end of the nineteenth century, Chinese culture had fallen into a
stasis, and intellectuals began to go abroad for new ideas. What emerged
was an exciting musical genre that C. C. Liu terms "new music." With no
direct ties to traditional Chinese music, "new music" reflects the
compositional techniques and musical idioms of eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century European styles. Liu traces the genesis and
development of "new music" throughout the twentieth century, deftly
examining the social and political forces that shaped "new music" and its
uses by political activists and the government.
Wonders of Tigers - Sigmund A. Lavine 1987
Examines the life and lore of the tiger, including its physical
characteristics, behavior, natural habitat, and relationship with man.
Qianyuan Sword - Xuan YuanShouHu 2019-12-11
An unknown sword with an unknown cultivation technique had achieved
a breakthrough to the next realm. It was a useless weapon that could not
be cultivated. He had unraveled the secrets of each continent and walked
towards the Endless Planes. What kind of innate mission did he have?
And how was he going to walk to the pinnacle step by step?
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon: Sword of Destiny - Justin Hill
2016-01-26
Another life-altering quest, another struggle between honor and lust for
power, another generation of warriors forging alliances and enmities.
The adventure, romance, and artistry of Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
continues in this novelized companion to the first ever Netflix debut film,
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon: Sword of Destiny based on the novel by
Wang Dulu. Seventeen years after the legendary fighter Mubai dies
protecting the world-conquering sword The Green Destiny, four great
warriors are called together to guard the formidable weapon once more.
The forces surrounding the sword irrevocably altered the life of Shulien,
Mubai's lover, but seventeen years later she is still honor-bound to
defend the blade from the power-hungry warlord Hades Dai. The young
fighters Wei-fang and Snow Vase, switched at birth, also have heritages
and inheritances that inextricably link them to both each other and the
fate of the sword. And Silent Wolf, Shulien's former fiancé, returns from
presumed death to thwart Hades Dai—and rekindle an emotionally
isolated Shulien's feelings. Jam-packed with all the hallmarks of an epic
adventure—sacrifice, battles, betrayal, vengeance, redemption, and
destiny—this saga also explores the deeper meaning of true heroism and
virtue. As Wei-fang and Snow Vase search for identity and forge their
places in the world of warriors and heroes, Shu-lien and Silent Wolf
struggle to reconcile both the traditions and heartbreak of the past with
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vividly explicates in his religious and literary critique. His interpretive
strategies enable a richer understanding of Mahayana Buddhism, Chan
philosophy, and the principles of Chinese poetry. "Charles Egan's
presentation does a real service, providing the latest perspectives rather
than a rehash of traditional, received accounts. His translations, which
form the heart of this book, read smoothly and well. The introduction and
the annotations are very well done and make this anthology one to be
enjoyed, savored and learned from." Beata Grant. Washington University
White Tigers - Ben S. Malcom 2016-06
Operating from a clandestine camp on an island off western North Korea,
Army Lt. Ben Malcom coordinated the intelligence activities of eleven
partisan battalions, including the famous White Tigers. With Malcom's
experiences as its focus, White Tigers examines all aspects of guerrilla
activities in Korea. This exciting memoir makes an important
contribution to the history of special operations.
Save the Beauty Legion - Yun ShiSan 2020-03-13
"Chen Fei had obtained a game of cards with many beautiful women in it.
As a result, his life became extremely exciting." "Sis, quickly put down
the boning knife. You are Sun Xiaomei, not Sun Erniang, we do not sell
meat here!" Xiao Ru, you are not one of Qin Huai's eight beauties, Kou
Bai Men, so don't wear white and dance on the roof. There are hundreds
of laborers downstairs who do not know how to compose poetry! " "Um ...
you are Qiu Qianchi from when you were young. No matter what, you
still like to eat red dates without spitting any cores!" This pink little
kawaii, you're from Mars, go back quickly, Earth is dangerous! " As the
main character, Chen Fei felt Alexander pulling Wu Yu with his left hand
and Mi Yue with his right as he pleaded, "Let me go and clear the
dungeon. You guys are making so much noise every day that I'm about to
collapse!"
Carefree Master in City - Xi NianXiaoMeng 2020-06-17
How would a loli do it? He had tricked her into hugging him on the bed!
How could he do that? One flick, two flick, three flop! How does the
queen do it? The wax whip and the shackles!
Beautiful Star And I On Desert Island - Feng Feiyang 2020-03-10
I went to Rio to watch the Olympics, but unexpectedly, I met with a plane
crash and landed on a deserted island. At the same time, I landed on a
desert island with a few beautiful celebrities ...
Everlasting Saint King - San YangMao 2020-06-03
On the continent of the Vast Sky Empire, the experts were as numerous
as the clouds. Divine Beasts wreaked havoc, and tens of thousands of
clans were present. The impoverished youth had awoken an ancient
bloodline. He had risen through adversity, and had been reborn through
fire. Cultivating the Primordial Dragon Subduing Secret Art to refine the
ancient beast spirit, control the myriad worlds, break all the heavens,
ascend to the supreme level, and become an eternal Saint King! 
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Turkey - Suzanne Swan 2012-05-02
DK Eyewitness Turkey travel guide will lead you straight to the best
attractions this fast-changing country has on offer. Packed with
photographs and illustrations discover Turkey region by region; from the
labyrinthine Grand Bazaar and Blue Mosque of Istanbul to the famous
Roman remains at Ephesus. The guide provides all the insider tips every
visitor needs from the invigorating outdoor activities on offer in the Black
Sea area to shopping for carpets, with comprehensive listings of the best
hotels, resorts, restaurants, shops, and nightlife in each region for all
budgets. You'll find 3D cutaways and floorplans of all the must-see sites
of all the major Turkish cities and towns. DK Eyewitness Turkey explores
the rich layers of culture, history, architecture and art of this diverse
country not forgetting the best scenic routes and the country's
magnificent bazaars, mosques and ruins. With up-to-date information on
getting around by train, tram, bus, car and foot and all the sights,
beaches, markets and festivals listed town by town, DK Eyewitness
Turkey indispensable.
The Crusoes of Guiana; or, The white tiger - Louis Boussenard 1883

Bangkok 8). The white tiger of this novel is Balram Halwai, a poor Indian
villager whose great ambition leads him to the zenith of Indian business
culture, the world of the Bangalore entrepreneur. On the occasion of the
president of China’s impending trip to Bangalore, Balram writes a letter
to him describing his transformation and his experience as driver and
servant to a wealthy Indian family, which he thinks exemplifies the
contradictions and complications of Indian society. Recalling The Death
of Vishnu and Bangkok 8 in ambition, scope, The White Tiger is narrative
genius with a mischief and personality all its own. Amoral, irreverent,
deeply endearing, and utterly contemporary, this novel is an
international publishing sensation—and a startling, provocative debut.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Turkey - DK 2014-05-01
The DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Turkey is your indispensable guide to
this beautiful part of the world. The fully updated guide includes unique
cutaways, floor plans, and reconstructions of the must-see sites, plus
street-by-street maps of all the fascinating cities and towns. This newlook guide is also packed with photographs and illustrations leading you
straight to the best attractions. The uniquely visual DK Eyewitness Travel
Guide will help you discover everything region-by-region, from local
festivals and markets to day trips around the countryside. Detailed
listings will guide you to the best hotels, restaurants, bars, and shops for
all budgets, while detailed practical information will help you to get
around, whether by train, bus, or car. Plus, DK's excellent insider tips
and essential local information will help you explore every corner of
Turkey effortlessly.
Tutankhamun - Les Rowley 2021-03-09
Tutankhamun was a little beggar. A mischievous so-and-so. Don’t take
my word, just read these diaries. They were discovered only very
recently at a car boot in Otley, West Yorkshire and have been translated
from its original hieroglyphics form by Professor Simon Cardinal. The
diaries were apparently part of the stash that was discovered by those
modern-day grave robbers, Howard Carter and Lord Carnarvan.
Although the diaries only begin as the Boy King turns 12-years of age, he
was the ruler of ancient Egypt (1340-bc) from the age of 8 or 9. He was a
tiny little teenager (never getting to more than 5 feet 6 inches) with
numerous health problems and died at the tender age of 18 but he
packed a lot into those short-lived years including marriage and
coronation. At last, a first person account of his short life, so much of
which is still uncertain, is revealed by the boy himself.
The Edge of the Precipice - Paul Socken 2013-09-01
Can a case be made for reading literature in the digital age? Does
literature still matter in this era of instant information? Is it even
possible to advocate for serious, sustained reading with all manner of
social media distracting us, fragmenting our concentration, and
demanding short, rapid communication? In The Edge of the Precipice,
Paul Socken brings together a thoughtful group of writers, editors,
philosophers, librarians, archivists, and literary critics from Canada, the
US, France, England, South Africa, and Australia to contemplate the
state of literature in the twenty-first century. Including essays by
outstanding contributors such as Alberto Manguel, Mark Kingwell, Lori
Saint-Martin, Sven Birkerts, Katia Grubisic, Drew Nelles, and J. Hillis
Miller, this collection presents a range of perspectives about the
importance of reading literature today. The Edge of the Precipice is a
passionate, articulate, and entertaining collection that reflects on the
role of literature in our society and asks if it is now under siege.
Contributors include Michael Austin (Newman University), Sven Birkerts
(author), Stephen Brockmann (Carnegie-Mellon University), Vincent
Giroud (University of Franche-Comté), Katia Grubisic (poet), Mark
Kingwell (University of Toronto), Alberto Manguel (author), J. Hillis
Miller (University of California, Irvine), Drew Nelles (editor-in-chief,
Maisonneuve), Keith Oatley (University of Toronto), Ekaterina
Rogatchevskaia (British Library), Leonard Rosmarin (Brock University),
Lori Saint-Martin (translator), Paul Socken (University of Waterloo), and
Gerhard van der Linde (University of South Africa).
Children's Books and Their Illustrators - Gleeson White 2019-11-21
"Children's Books and Their Illustrators" by Gleeson White. Published by
Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction
and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press
edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability
for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Black Tiger / White Tiger - Greta van der Rol 2017-01-10
Both books in one collection Black Tiger While Raja Asoka (Ash) Bhosle

jungle book The Horizon Book of the Arts of China - Thomas Froncek 1969
Project report for Graduate Diploma of Business (Shipping)
The White Tiger - Aravind Adiga 2008-04-22
SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE The stunning Booker
Prize–winning novel from the author of Amnesty and Selection Day that
critics have likened to Richard Wright’s Native Son, The White Tiger
follows a darkly comic Bangalore driver through the poverty and
corruption of modern India’s caste society. “This is the authentic voice of
the Third World, like you've never heard it before” (John Burdett,
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fights tiger poachers, Dr. Sally Carter struggles against cultural
prejudice. Can the Legend of the Black Tiger be the bond that brings
them closer together, or will it be an impossible belief that rips them
apart. The closer Sally comes to understanding what the legend means,
the more frequent the nightmares become. Is she losing her sanity, or is
there more to Sally than she herself knows? The answers lie buried in
her past. White Tiger New York is no place for a tiger – not for weretiger
Sally Carter or for the white tiger she finds in a Harlem basement,

guarding an enormous stash of heroin. Sally’s daring rescue of the tiger
attracts journalist Dave Gardner, who sniffs a story and a lead to a drug
baron he’s been trying to nail for years. Both books are paranormal
stories in a modern setting, moving from India to Hong Kong and
Australia for Black Tiger, while White Tiger takes place in New York and
North Carolina. Action, adventure, weretigers – and, of course, tigers.
The Birth of Landscape Painting in China - Michael Sullivan 1962
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